
Robbed by Kern County Sheriff's Deputies
Testimony by Alexandra Wilson

§ 3 – We gained Occupancy,
and Cleaned and Sanitized the Property

between 9–1–2015 and 9–3–2015
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We removed garbage from inside both buildings
and from around the yard:
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9-1-2015: Began removing garbage from both houses. 

9-5-2015: Garbage and recyclables gathered and removed from premises.



9-5-2015:

Our friend David Michael “Highways” Mcquain helped us by using his truck
to haul all the garbage shown at left to the dump.

Wood scraps (shown at right) found throughout the property were organized then
later used as building material.
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Inside the rear building:
We cleaned the southeast room of the rear building (at left) including removing 

the meat locker doors and washing the floor.  Southwest room shown at right.  See these 
rooms in their previous conditions on pages 20–23.
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Front room of rear building (see pages 18–20), cleaned and mopped:

Cleaned broken glass from window in rear building (see page 12):
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We cleaned the main house:
Master bedroom (shown on pages 28–29):

After many years living on the streets, having been robbed several times, we were
very relieved to finally have a home:
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Kevin purchased this tapestry from 
the local thrift store:

Peeled off deteriorating plastic from bedroom window (shown previously on page 9):
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Left: Restroom on north side of house cleaned and sanitized.

Right: Kevin purchased this shower head:

Left: Front part of house cleaned and sanitized (shown previously on pages 24 – 27).

Center: Removed the glued wax paper stuck onto the front doors (pages 6 and 7).

Right: Kevin purchased this "horse blanket" to replace the white plastic.
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Left: Front bedroom cleaned and sanitized; the cloth was a gift from our neighbor, Liz
Hemminger.

We began improving the aesthetic value, safety, and functionality of the property 
beginning on the first day we moved in.
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